Abstract. Let G be a finite group, ZG the integral group ring of G and U(ZG) the group of units of ZG. The Congruence Subgroup Problem for U(ZG) is the problem of deciding if every subgroup of finite index of U(ZG) contains a congruence subgroup, i.e. the kernel of the natural homomorphism U(ZG) → U(ZG/mZG) for some positive integer m. The congruence kernel of U(ZG) is the kernel of the natural map from the completion of U(ZG) with respect to the profinite topology to the completion with respect to the topology defined by the congruence subgroups. The Congruence Subgroup Problem has a positive solution if and only if the congruence kernel is trivial. We obtain an approximation to the problem of classifying the finite groups for which the congruence kernel of U(ZG) is finite. More precisely, we obtain a list L formed by three families of finite groups and 19 additional groups such that if the congruence kernel of U(ZG) is infinite then G has an epimorphic image isomorphic to one of the groups of L. About the converse of this statement we at least know that if one of the 19 additional groups in L is isomorphic to an epimorphic image of G then the congruence kernel of U(ZG) is infinite. However, to decide for the finiteness of the congruence kernel in case G has an epimorphic image isomorphic to one of the groups in the three families of L one needs to know if the congruence kernel of the group of units of an order in some specific division algebras is finite and this seems a difficult problem.
Introduction
Let A be a finite dimensional semisimple rational algebra and R a Z-order in A. Let U (R) denote the group of units of R. For a positive integer m let U (R, m) denote the kernel of the natural group homomorphism U (R) → U (R/mR), i.e.
(respectively, in SL n (R)) is a congruence subgroup. See [PR10] for a survey on a much more general version of the Congruence Subgroup Problem.
Serre introduced a quantitative version of the Congruence Subgroup Problem. Let F be the set of normal subgroups of finite index in U (R) and let C denote the set of congruence subgroups of U (R). Both F and C define bases of neighborhoods of 1 for group topologies in U (R). The The identity map of U (R) induces a surjective group homomorphism U F (R) → U C (R) and the kernel of this homomorphism is called the congruence kernel of U (R). The congruence kernel of SL n (R) is defined similarly. It is easy to see that the CSP has a positive solution if and only if the congruence kernel is trivial. The quantitative version of the CSP is the problem of calculating the congruence kernel. If S is another Z-order in A then mR ⊆ S and mS ⊆ R for some positive integer m and U (R) ∩ U (S) has finite index in both U (R) and U (S). Using this it is easy to see that the congruence kernel of U (R) is finite if and only if the congruence kernel of U (S) is finite. In that case we say that A has the CSP property. (D i ) is the Wedderburn decomposition of A (i.e. each n i is a positive integer and D i a finite dimensional rational division algebra) and let R i be an order in D i for every i. Then
is an order in A, and for each i, Z(R i ) is a Z-order in Z(D i ) ∼ = Z(M n i (D i )), U (Z(R i )) ∩ SL n (R i ) is finite and U (Z(R i )), SL n (R i ) has finite index in GL n (R). Combining this with the facts that number fields have the CSP property and that the order chosen to check the CSP property does not make a difference, it is easy to see that A has the CSP property if and only if each non-commutative component M n i (D i ) has the CSP property if and only if the congruence kernel of SL n i (R i ) is finite for every i = 1, . . . , k.
The CSP for SL n (R), with R an order in a finite dimensional division algebra D has been widely studied and solved except for the case when n = 1 and D is non-commutative (see e.g. [PR10] ). We call exceptional algebras to the algebras of one of the following two types: (EC1) A non-commutative finite dimensional division rational algebra which is not a totally definite quaternion algebra. (EC2) A two-by-two matrix ring over D with D = Q, an imaginary quadratic extension of Q or a totally definite quaternion algebra over Q.
By results of [BMS67, Vas72, Lie81, Ven94] every finite dimensional simple algebra not having the CSP property is exceptional. Moreover, the exceptional algebras of type (EC2) have not the CSP property. This paper addresses the CSP for integral group rings of finite groups. More precisely our aim is to classify the finite groups G for which the congruence kernel of U (ZG) is finite (equivalently, the rational group algebra QG has the CSP property). Besides the intrinsic interest of this question its solution has applications in the study of the group of units of ZG, not only because a solution for the CSP provides relevant information on the normal subgroups of U (ZG) but also because it can be used to obtain generators of a subgroup of finite index in U (ZG) as it has been shown in [RS91] and [JL93] .
We now explain our strategy. By the discussion above, the congruence kernel of U (ZG) is finite if and only if every non-commutative simple component of QG has the CSP property. If N is a normal subgroup of G then every simple component of Q(G/N ) is a simple component of QG. Therefore, if QG has the CSP property then Q(G/N ) has the CSP property. This suggests the following approach to the problem. We say that G is CSP-critical if QG has not the CSP property but Q(G/N ) has the CSP property for every non-trivial normal subgroup of G. Thus the congruence kernel of U (ZG) is infinite if and only if G has a CSP-critical epimorphic image. The original problem hence reduces to classify the CSP-critical finite groups. Assume that G is a finite CSP-critical group. Then G is isomorphic to a subgroup of an exceptional simple component of QG. Hence G is a subgroup of either a division algebra or a two-by-two matrix over a division algebra (see the paragraph after Corollary 1.2). The finite subgroups of division algebras have been classified by Amitsur [Ami55] and the finite subgroup of two-by-two matrices of division algebras have been classified by Banieqbal [Ban88] . Thus, in order to classify the CSP-critical groups it suffices to decide which of the groups of the classifications of Amitsur and Banieqbal are CSP-critical.
Unfortunately this strategy encounters a serious difficulty. Namely, the problem of deciding which algebras of type (EC1) have the CSP property seems to be far from reachable with the known techniques. So we address a more modest problem which is an approximation to the problem of classifying the CSP-critical groups. We say that a finite group is CSP'-critical if QG has an exceptional component but Q(G/N ) has not exceptional components for any non-trivial normal subgroup N of G.
The main theorem of this paper is the following (see notation in Section 2): Theorem 1.1. A finite group G is CSP'-critical if and only if G is isomorphic to one of the following groups.
(1) C q × (C p ⋊ 2 C 4 ) with p and q different primes such that 3 = p ≡ −1 mod 4, q > 2 and 2 ∤ o q (p). (2) C p ⋊ k C n with n ≥ 8, p an odd prime not dividing n, n k is divisible by all the primes dividing n and one of the following conditions holds: (a) k = gcd(n, p − 1), either n is odd or p ≡ 1 mod 4 and if p = 5 then n = 8. (b) k = gcd(n, p − 1), p ≡ −1 mod 4 and n = 4 and v 2 (n) = 2. (c) 3 = p ≡ −1 mod 4, n = 2 v 2 (p+1)+2 and k = 2 v 2 (p+1)+1 . (3) Q 8 × C p with p an odd prime and o p (2) odd.
We now discuss how far is the classification of CSP'-critical groups given by Theorem 1.1 from the desired classification of CSP-critical groups and the consequences of Theorem 1.1 to the original problem of classifying the finite groups G for which the congruence kernel of U (ZG) is finite. If the congruence kernel of U (ZG) is not finite then QG has an exceptional component and therefore G has a CSP'-critical epimorphic image. Therefore we at least have the following. Corollary 1.2. Let G be a finite group. If G has not an epimorphic image isomorphic to any of the groups listed in Theorem 1.1 then the congruence kernel of U (ZG) is finite.
Suppose that G is CSP'-critical and let A be an exceptional component of QG. Let π : QG → A be a surjective homomorphism of algebras and let N = {g ∈ G : π(g) = 1}. Then A is an exceptional simple component of Q(G/N ). Thus, by assumption, N = 1 and hence G is a subgroup of A. Thus, if G is CSP'-critical then G can be embedded in any of its exceptional components. If one of this exceptional components is of type (EC2) then QG has not the CSP property and hence G is CSP-critical. Along the proof of Theorem 1.1 we will show that the only groups in the list of Theorem 1.1 not having an exceptional component of type (EC2) are precisely those of types (1)-(3) (Proposition 4.2). So we have Corollary 1.3. Let G be a finite group.
(1) If G is isomorphic to one of the groups in items (4)-(22) of Theorem 1.1 then G is CSP-critical. (2) If G has an epimorphic image isomorphic to one of the groups in items (4)-(22) of Theorem 1.1 then the congruence kernel of U (ZG) is infinite.
Assume that G is a finite CSP-critical group other than the groups is items (4)-(22) of Theorem 1.1. Then QG has not any exceptional component of type (EC2) and therefore G is a subgroup of a division algebra. This is the case of the groups of types (1)-(3) in Theorem 1.1. For example if G = Q 8 × C p as in (3) then the only exceptional component of QG is isomorphic to the quaternion algebra H(Q(ζ p )). In this case G is a CSP-critical if and only if H(Q(ζ p )) has not the CSP property. So to decide the question for these groups one need to decide whether this algebra has the CSP property. Similarly, if G = C q × (C p ⋊ 2 C 4 ) as in (1) (respectively, G ∼ = C p ⋊ C n as in (2)) then the only exceptional component of QG is isomorphic to the quaternion
where F is the only subfield of Q(ζ p ) with [Q(ζ p ) : F ] = n k ). In both cases G is CSP-critical if and only if A has not the CSP property. In case these groups are CSP-critical, then the CSP-critical groups are exactly the CSP'-critical groups, i.e. those listed in Theorem 1.1. However if some of these groups is not CSP-critical then there could exists some CSP-critical groups, not included in Theorem 1.1. Such groups should have one proper epimorphic image isomorphic to one of the groups in items (1)-(3) of Theorem 1.1.
Notation, preliminaries and some tools
In this section we fix the notation which will be used throughout the paper. The cardinality of a set X is denoted by |X|. As it is customary, the Euler totient function will be denoted ϕ.
For r, m and p integers with p prime and gcd(r, m) = 1 let v p (m) = maximum non-negative integer k such that p k divides m; o m (r) = multiplicative order of r module m, i.e. the minimum positive integer k such that r k ≡ 1 mod m; ζ m = complex primitive m-th root of unity. We use the standard group and ring theoretical notation. For example, the center of a group or ring X is denoted Z(X); if a ∈ X and Y ⊆ X then C Y (a) denotes the centralizer of a in Y and we use the exponential notation for conjugation:
If G is a group, then G ′ denotes the commutator subgroup of G and exp(G) the exponent of G. If g ∈ G then |g| denotes the order of g and g G denotes the conjugacy class of g in G. If X ⊆ G then X denotes the subgroup generated by X. This is simplified to g 1 , . . . , g n for X = {g 1 , . . . , g n }. Sometimes, we write g n to emphasize that g has order n or g 1 , . . . , g n G to represent a group isomorphic to G and generated by g 1 , . . . , g n (Theorem 1.1 contains some examples of this). If H is a subgroup of G then N G (H) denotes the normalizer of H in G and Core G (H) = ∩ g∈G H G , the core of H in G. The notation H ≤ G (respectively, H < G, H G, H ⊳ G) means that H is a subgroup (respectively, proper subgroup, normal subgroup, proper normal subgroup) of G. If p is a prime integer the O p (G) denotes the unique maximal normal p-subgroup of G.
We use the following constructions of groups. Some groups that we encounter in the paper are C n = cyclic group of order n;
S m = symmetric group on m symbols; A m = alternating group on m symbols; SL(n, q) = {a ∈ M n (F q ) : det(a) = 1}, with F q the field with q elements; PSL(n, q) = SL(n, q)/Z(SL(n, q));
We also will encounter the following metacyclic groups
, st = m, and gcd(ns, t) = 1.
Let F be a field of characteristic different of 2 and let a, b non-zero elements of
. A totally definite quaternion algebra is a quaternion algebra of the form
with F a totally real number field and a and b totally negative, i.e. for every embedding σ : F → C, σ(F ) ⊆ R and σ(a) and σ(b) are negative.
If R is a ring and G is a group then R * α τ G denotes a crossed product with action α : G → Aut(R) and twisting τ : G × G → U (R) [Pas89] , i.e. the associative ring R * α τ G = g∈G Ru g with multiplication given by the following rules:
In case G = g n then the crossed product R * α τ G is completely determined by σ = α g and a = u n g . In this case we follow the notation of [Rei75] and denote the crossed product by (R, σ, a).
Consider a finite group G with a cyclic normal subgroup A = a m and assume that A is also a maximal abelian subgroup of G. Fix a right inverse φ : G/A → G of the natural projection G → G/A (i.e. φ(gA)A = gA for every g ∈ G). Then we define a crossed product
, with action and twisting given by
for each g, g ′ ∈ G. (Notice that G/A is abelian because A is the kernel of the action of the G on A by conjugation.) The algebra Q(G, A) is independent of the map φ up to isomorphisms. Using the natural isomorphism Aut(A) → Aut(Q(ζ m )) one can transfer the action of G on A by conjugation to an action of G on Q(ζ n ). If F is the fixed field of this action then gA → α gA defines an isomorphism G/A → Gal(Q(ζ m )/F ) and if we see this isomorphism as an identification then Q(G, A) is the classical crossed product (Q(ζ m )/F, τ ). We will need to compute the Wedderburn decomposition of QG for some finite groups. For that we use the method introduce in [OdRS04] which was extended in [Olt07] and implemented in the GAP package wedderga [BCKO + 13]. We introduce the main lines of this method now (see [OdRS04] for details).
Let G be a finite group. For a subgroup H of G, let H = 1 |H| h∈H h. Clearly, H is an idempotent of QG which is central if and only if H is normal in G. If
where M runs through the set of all minimal normal subgroups of H containing K properly. We extend this notation by setting ε(H, H) = H. Clearly ε(H, K) is an idempotent of the group algebra QG. Let e(G, H, K) be the sum of the distinct
Clearly, e(G, H, K) is a central element of QG and if the G-conjugates of ε(H, K) are orthogonal, then e(G, H, K) is a central idempotent of QG.
A strong Shoda pair of G is a pair (H, K) of subgroups of G satisfying the following conditions: K ≤ H N G (K), H/K is cyclic and a maximal abelian subgroup of N G (K)/K and the different G-conjugates of ε(H, K) are orthogonal.
If (H, K) is a strong Shoda pair of G then H has a linear character with kernel K, which we denote λ H,K . Moreover λ G H,K , the character of G induced by λ H,K , is irreducible, ker λ G H,K = Core G (K) and e(G, H, K) is the a unique primitive central idempotent e of QG with λ G H,
A simple component of QG of the form QGe(G, H, K), for (H, K) a strong Shoda pair is called an SSP component of QG.
A group is said to be strongly monomial if all the simple components of QG are SSP components. Every abelian-by-supersolvable groups is strongly monomial [OdRS04] . The following theorem shows that for metabelian groups we can compute the primitive central idempotents of QG using some special strong Shoda pairs.
Theorem 2.1. [OdRS04] Let G be a metabelian finite group and let A be a maximal abelian subgroup of G containing G ′ . The primitive central idempotents of QG are the elements of the form e(G, H, K), where (H, K) is a pair of subgroups of G satisfying the following conditions:
(1) H is a maximal element in the set {B ≤ G | A ≤ B and
The classification of the finite groups which are subgroups of division rings was obtained by Amitsur [Ami55] . If G is a finite subgroup of a division ring then a Sylow subgroup of G is either cyclic or a quaternion 2-group. A Z-group is a finite subgroup of a division ring with all Sylow subgroup cyclic. For the readers convenience we include in the following theorem the classification of finite subgroups of division rings in the form presented in [SW86] .
(Z) The Z-groups are (a) the finite cyclic groups, (b) C m ⋊ 2 C 4 with m odd and C 4 acting by inversion on C m and (c) C m ⋊ k C n with gcd(m, n) = 1 and, using the following notation
we have C n = p|m R p and the following properties hold for every prime p | m and q ∈ X p :
The finite subgroups of division rings which are not Z-groups are
with M a Z-group of order coprime to 6 and o |M | (2) odd, and (e) SL(2, 5).
Following the proof of Theorem 2.2, in either [Ami55] or [SW86] , one can discover a minimal division ring containing each of the groups in the classification. We will need this for the non-abelian Z-groups. Assume G = a m ⋊ k b n with gcd(m, n) = 1, b a = a r and n = o m (r). Then A = a, b n k is cyclic and normal and maximal abelian in G and hence (A, 1) is a strong Shoda pair of 
. This proves the following:
subgroup of a division algebra if and only if Q(G, A)
is a division algebra.
Sufficiency
In this section we prove the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.1, namely we prove that all the groups listed in the theorem are CSP'-critical. We have to prove that for each G in the list of Theorem 1.1, QG has an exceptional component while QG has not exceptional components for any proper epimorphic image G of G. Table 1 displays the exceptional component obtained in each case and, except for the first three infinite families, identify the groups in the GAP library. To prove that the groups of type (2) are CSP'-critical we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let G = a p ⋊ k b n with p prime not dividing n. Let A = a, b n/k and let F be the only subfield of Q(ζ p ) of degree 
Proof. As G ′ = a and A is cyclic and maximal abelian in G, a pair of subgroups of G satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.1 is either of the form (G, K) with
Hence the lemma follows from Theorem 2.1 and (2.3). 
Proof. (1) Assume that
Using Theorem 2.1 one can calculate the non-commutative simple components of QG. They are
Observe that m = pq, n = 4 and k = 2 satisfy the conditions of (Z)(c) in Theorem 2.2. Thus G is a subgroup of a division algebra and hence, by Lemma 2.3,
It is not totally definite because its center contains a primitive root of unity of order q. Thus A 1 is an exceptional algebra of type (EC1). However A 3 is a totally definite quaternion algebra because (ζ p − ζ −1 p ) 2 < 0 and A 2 and A 4 are not exceptional because
On the other hand every non-abelian proper quotient of G is isomorphic to either
has two non-commutative components isomorphic to A 3 and A 4 respectively, the only non-commutative component of D 2p is isomorphic to A 4 and the non-commutative components of Q(C q × D 2p ) are isomorphic to A 2 and A 4 respectively. Thus QG has not exceptional components for any proper quotient G and we conclude that G is CSP'-critical.
(2) Assume that G = C p ⋊ k C n = a p ⋊ k b n with p, n and k as in (2), and let A = a, b 
3, B h is a division algebra if and only if H h is one of the groups in items (Z)(b) or (Z)(c) in Theorem 2.2. Observe that G satisfies the conditions of (Z)(c) in Theorem 2.2. Hence B k is a division algebra. If B k is a totally definite quaternion algebra then n k = 2 and k = 2 because the centre of B k has a root of unity of order k. Hence n = 4 in contradiction with the hypothesis. Thus B k is an exceptional algebra of type (EC1).
Any non-abelian simple component of the rational group algebra of a proper quotient G of G is isomorphic to B h for some proper divisor h of k. So, in order to prove that QG has not exceptional components, it is enough to prove that if h is a proper divisor of k then B h is not exceptional. Assume first that B h is exceptional of type (EC2). Then n k , which is the degree of B h , is 2 or 4 and hence n is a power of 2. Moreover the centre of B h contains the unique subfield F of index n k in Q(ζ p ). Thus either n k = 2 and F = Q(ζ p + ζ −1 p ) or n k = 4, F = Q and p = 5. The latter case is in contradiction with the hypothesis and in the former case F is contained in an imaginary quadratic extension of Q and hence F = Q and p = 3, again in contradiction with the hypothesis. This proves that B h is not exceptional of type (EC2) and in particular that QG has not exceptional components of type (EC2). Secondly suppose that B h is exceptional of type (EC1). Then B h is a division algebra containing H h and hence H h is a non-cyclic Z-group. Thus
and hence H h is not a Z-group. Thus p ≡ −1 mod 4 and k h is a power of 2. If G satisfies (2)(a) or (2)(b) then v 2 (k) = 1 and hence h is odd. Then H h does not satisfies the conditions of neither (Z)(b) nor (Z)(c), a contradiction. Thus G satisfies (2)(c). As v 2 (h) < v 2 (k) = v 2 (p + 1) + 1, H h only can satisfy the conditions of (Z)(b) or (Z)(c) if h = 2. In this case
, a totally definite quaternion algebra and hence it is not an exceptional component, as desired.
(3) Let G = Q 8 × C p with p an odd prime such that o p (2) is odd. Then the only non-commutative simple components of QG are H(Q) and H(Q(ζ p )). The first one is a totally definite quaternion algebra and the second one is a division algebra by [Mos73] . Since Q(ζ p ) is not totally real H(Q(ζ p )) is exceptional of type (EC1) and QG has not exceptional components of type (EC2). The only non-abelian proper quotient of G is G/C p ∼ = Q 8 and the only non-abelian simple component of QQ 8 is H(Q). This proves that G is CSP'-critical.
To prove that if G is one of the groups in items (4)- (22) of Theorem 1.1 has an exceptional component of type (EC2) we will simply calculate the Wedderburn decomposition of their rational group algebras and will observe that all of them have one component of isomorphic to one of the following algebras:
The only one which is not obviously exceptional of type (EC2) is A = (Q(ζ 5 )/Q, −1). Clearly A is not a division algebra, because its exponent is the order of −1 modulo the image of the norm of Q(ζ 5 ) over Q [Rei75, Corollary 30.7]. So it is enough to prove that R ⊗ Q A is not split.
Observe that A = Q(G, a ) = QGe(G, a , 1) with G = a 5 ⋊ 2 b 8 . The only irreducible character of G not vanishing in e(G, a , 1) is χ = λ G a ,1 and it is given by the second and third row of the following table. The first row gives the cardinality of the corresponding conjugacy class. Having in mind that χ(a 2 ) = χ(a), because a and a 2 are conjugate in G, we can calculate the Frobenius-Schur indicator of χ which is 
As we anticipated above each decomposition has one component of one of the types in (3.4). Moreover no simple component is exceptional of type (EC1).
To complete the proof it remains to prove that if G is one of the groups in items (4)-(22) of Theorem 1.1 and H is a proper epimorphic image of G then QH has not exceptional components. Some of these groups G have not any abelian proper quotient and hence there is nothing to prove for them. The remaining groups G and their proper quotients H are listed in Table 2 (second and third columns respectively). We have to check that QH has not exceptional components for each H in the third column of Table 2 . We do not need to consider the groups H which are a Table 2 . The non-abelian proper quotients of some of the CSP'-groups of types (4)-(22) .
proper quotient of another group K in the third column because the simple components of QH are also simple components of QK. This excludes A 4 , A 5 , C/Z(Q 8 ×Q 8 ) and D 10 . Moreover, Q(C 2 × H) ∼ = QC 2 ⊗ Q QH = 2QH and hence do not need to consider the groups of the form C 2 × H. Hence we have only to verify that the following Wedderburn decomposition have not exceptional components:
This finishes the proof of the proposition.
Necessity
In this section we prove the necessity part of Theorem 1.1. More precisely, throughout we assume that G is a finite CSP'-critical group and we prove that G is one of the groups listed in Theorem 1.1. Since we have already proved that the groups in the theorem are CSP'-critical and, in particular, they have an exceptional component, we have (P1) No proper quotient of G is isomorphic to one of the groups in Theorem 1.1.
As G is CSP'-critical, QG has at least one exceptional component. Let A be any exceptional component of QG and let f : G → U (A) be the group homomorphism induced by the projection QG → A. Then A is a simple exceptional component of Q(G/ ker f ) and hence f is injective. Thus
We consider separately the following cases:
• G is a subgroup of a division ring (Proposition 4.2).
• G is not a subgroup of a division ring and G is metabelian (Proposition 4.4).
• G is not a subgroup of a division ring, G is not metabelian and G is an imprimitive subgroup of an exceptional component of QG (necessarily of type (EC2)) (Proposition 4.9).
• G does not satisfy any of the previous conditions (Proposition 4.10). In particular, G is not metabelian and it is a primitive subgroup of an exceptional component of type (EC2). The following proposition proves Theorem 1.1 for the case when G is a subgroup of a division ring. Proof. By the hypothesis G is one of the groups in Theorem 2.2. Assume first that G is not a Z-group, that is G satisfies one of the conditions (a)-(e) of (NZ). First, G is not of type (NZ)(a) because O * = s, t|(st) 2 = s 3 = t 4 and O * / t 2 , (s, t 2 ) ∼ = D 6 , in contradiction with (P1). If G is of type (NZ)(e) then G ∼ = SL(2, 5), that is G is as in item (5) 
None of this algebras is exceptional (the former because d = 1, 2, 3, 4 or 6 and the latter because it is a totally definite quaternion algebra). This yields a contradiction.
Assume that G is of type (NZ)(c), i.e. G = Q 8 × M , with M a Z-group of odd order m > 1 and o m (2) is odd. We claim that m is prime. As G is a subgroup of a division algebra D, the subalgebra D 1 of D generated by M is a division algebra which appears in the Wedderburn decomposition of QM . As M is a proper quotient of G, D 1 is not an exceptional component and hence the degree of D 1 is at most 2. However, since the order of M is odd the degree of D 1 is odd. Thus M is abelian.
Then M = C n × N for some subgroup N and some integer n > 1. If p is a divisor of n then M has a subgroup K of index p and o p (2) is odd. Then G/K ∼ = Q 8 × C p . By (P1) we deduce that K = 1 and hence m = p, as desired. We conclude that G = Q 8 × C p with p an odd prime such that o p (2) is odd. Thus G is the group of item (3) of Theorem 1.1. This finishes the case when G is not a Z-group.
Suppose now that G is a CSP'-critical Z-group. Hence G is of type (Z)(b) or (Z)(c). We first prove that G is not of type (Z) k )) which is not exceptional because k is divisible by a prime p > 3. Therefore QG has not any exceptional component, contradicting the hypothesis.
It remains to consider type (Z)(c). So suppose that G = C m ⋊ k C n satisfies the hypothesis of (Z)(c) and recall that the Sylow p-subgroup of C m is denoted P p and the Sylow p-subgroup of C n is denoted Q p . Let p be a prime divisor of m such that C n does not act trivially on P p . Let q 1 , . . . , q h be the prime divisors q of n such that Q q acts non-trivially on P p and recall that R p = Q q 1 · · · Q q h . Let k p be the order of the kernel of the action of R p on P p . Then P p ⋊ kp R p is a direct factor of G and a subgroup of a division algebra of degree |Rp| kp (see Lemma 2.3). This division algebra is an exceptional component unless |Rp| kp = 2. Therefore, since G is CSP'-critical, if G = P p ⋊ kp R p then |Rp| kp = 2. This only can happen for one prime p, because Q 2 acts non-trivially on at most one Sylow p-subgroup of C m . This shows that C m = C m 0 × P p and G = C m 0 × (P p ⋊ k C n ) with k = k p , C n = R p = b and P p = a p α . Then A = C m 0 × a, b np/kp is a cyclic normal subgroup and a maximal abelian subgroup of G. Hence (A, 1) is a strong Shoda pair of G and hence Q(G, A, 1) is a simple component of QG isomorphic to Q(G, A). Moreover, by Lemma 2.3, Q(G, A) is a division algebra of degree n k . We claim that α = 1. Otherwise G = G/ a p α−1 satisfies the conditions of (Z)(c) and therefore Q(G, A) is a division ring of degree n k which is a component of QG. By assumption, Q(G, A) has to be a totally definite quaternion algebra. Thus n = 2k, and the action of b on a is the only one of order 2, i.e. a b = a −1 . Moreover, as the centre of Q(G, A) contains Q(ζ m 0 k ) and m 0 is odd, necessarily m 0 = 1 and k ≤ 2. However, the hypothesis of (Z)(c) implies that k = 1 and thus k = 2. Then G is as in case (Z)(b) which we have already excluded. This concludes the proof of the claim.
Suppose that m 0 = 1. Then a p ⋊ k b n is a non-commutative proper quotient of G and its rational group algebra has a simple component of degree and every Sylow subgroup of b acts non-trivially on a . Hence, if q is a prime divisor of n then 1 ≤ v q n k ≤ v q (p − 1) ≤ v q (k). In particular, v q (n) = 2 and hence either n = 4 and G = C p ⋊ 2 C 4 or n ≥ 8. However in the first case G satisfies (Z)(b) which was excluded before. Thus n ≥ 8. Suppose that p ≡ 1 mod 4. Then, by the hypothesis on (Z)(c), v q (p − 1) ≤ v q (k) for every prime divisor q of n. Therefore gcd(n, p − 1) divides k. By means of contradiction, suppose that gcd(n, p − 1) = k. Then v q (p − 1) < v q (k) for some prime divisor q of n. Let C be the subgroup of order q of b and If n = 16 then G has an epimorphic image isomorphic to C 5 ⋊ 2 C 8 in contradiction with (P1). Thus n = 8 and G satisfies the conditions of (2)(a) in Theorem 1.1.
Assume that p ≡ −1 mod 4. Since
By the hypothesis of (Z)(c), n = 2 and, as G does not satisfy (Z)(b), n = 4. Moreover, v q (p − 1) ≤ v q (k) for every odd prime divisor q of n and if 2 divides n then either v 2 (k) = 1 or v 2 (k) > v 2 (p + 1). If v q (p − 1) < v q (k) for some odd prime divisor of n or v 2 (p + 1) + 1 < v 2 (k) then the argument of the previous paragraph yields a contradiction. Thus v q (p − 1) = v q (k) if q is an odd prime divisor of n and if n is even then v 2 (k) is either 1 or v 2 (p + 1) + 1. If n is odd then k = gcd(p − 1, n) and G satisfies the conditions of (2)(a) in Theorem 1.1. Assume otherwise that n = 2 v n 1 , with v ≥ 1 and 2 ∤ n 1 . Then either k = 2 gcd(p − 1, n 1 ) or k = 2 v−1 gcd(p − 1, n 1 ) and v = v 2 (p + 1) + 2. In the second case v ≥ 4 and G = G/ b 2 v−2 = C p ⋊ 2 gcd(p−1,n 1 ) C 4 gcd(p−1,n 1 ) satisfies the conditions of (Z)(c). Hence Q(G, A) is a division algebra of degree 2 gcd(p − 1, n 1 ) in the Wedderburn decomposition of QG. By hypothesis Q(G, A) is a totally definite quaternion algebra. Then gcd(p − 1, n 1 ) = 1 and n 1 | m 0 = 1. Hence either k = 2 gcd(p − 1, n 1 ) with n 1 = 1 or n = 2 v 2 (p+1)+2 or n = 4. However the last case has been excluded above. The two remaining cases correspond to items (2)(b) and (2)(c) of Theorem 1.1.
In order to prove Theorem 1.1 for the metabelian groups not covered by Proposition 4.2 we start describing the SSP exceptional components of type (EC2). (2) A ∼ = M 2 (Q(ζ 4 )) and one of the following conditions holds: (Q(ζ 3 ) ) and one of the following conditions hold: 
has not any exceptional component. Then G = C 5 ⋊ 2 C 8 and the unique exceptional component of QG is (Q(ζ 5 )/Q, −1). Thus G satisfies the conditions of (5).
Assume that k = 8. Then G = j, i, a with |j| = 8, j i = j −1 , j a = j 3 , i 2 , a 2 , (i, a) ∈ j 4 and (xy) 2 ∈ a 2 . If a 2 = j 4 then (aj) 2 = 1 and hence we may assume that a 2 = 1. Suppose that i 2 = j 4x and (ia) 2 = a 2y . Then (i, a) = i −2 (ia) 2 = j 4x+2y . Thus i a = ij 4x+2y = j 4x−2y i. Therefore (j x−2y i) a = j x−2y i. Thus replacing i by a x−2y i we may assume that (i, a) = 1. If
In both cases, |j| = 8, j a = j 3 and (i, a) = 1. Using Wedderga we obtain (H(Q) ) and G satisfies (6)(a). (D) In this case, |K| divides [N : K] = 2k. Thus |G| divides 8k 2 . Moreover (H = H/K, K = 1) is a strong Shoda pair of N = N/K satisfying the conditions of (A) (with G, H and K replaced by N , H and K respectively), except that now QGe(N , H, K) is a totally definite algebra over Q. By the calculations in case (A), N = Q 2k with k = 4 or 6. In the first case A = M 2 (H(Q)), so G satisfies the conditions of (6)(b). In the second case A = M 2 −1,−3 Q and G satisfies the conditions of (7).
(E) In this case (4.5) reads ϕ(k) = 1, and hence k = 2. Moreover |K| divides [H : K] = k and hence |K| = 2 and |G| = 8. Since Q 8 has not any exceptional component, G ∼ = D 8 . Therefore G satisfies (1).
(F) Arguing as the previous case we deduce that ϕ(k) = 2. Hence k = 3, 4 or 6, F = Q(ζ k ) and |K| divides k. Hence either k = 4 and A = M 2 (Q(ζ 4 )) or k = 3 or 6 A ∼ = M 2 (Q(ζ 3 )). In the first case G satisfies (2)(b) and in the second case it satisfies (4)(b).
The following proposition classify the metabelian CSP'-critical groups not included in Proposition 4.2. (1) G is CSP'-critical, it is not a subgroup of a division ring and QG has an exceptional SSP component of type (EC2). (2) G is metabelian and CSP'-critical, it is not a subgroup of a division ring and QG has an exceptional component of type (EC2). (3) G is one of the groups in items (6)-(13) of Theorem 1.1.
Proof. (3) implies (2)
. Let G be one of the groups of types (6)-(13) from Theorem 1.1. Clearly G is metabelian. By Proposition 3.2, G is CSP'-critical. Moreover, in all the cases QG have an exceptional component of type (EC2) (see Table 1 ). It remains to prove that G is not a subgroup of a division ring. Otherwise, one of the simple components of QG is a division ring containing G as an spanning set over Q. We have calculated the Wedderburn decomposition of QG for all the groups G in the proof of Proposition 3.2. The only non-commmutative division algebra occurring in one of these Wedderburn decompositions is H(Q) in the Wedderburn decomposition of Q(Q 8 × C 3 ). However Q 8 × C 3 cannot be contained as an spanning set of H(Q) over Q because the centre of H(Q) has not elements of order 3.
(2) implies (1) is a direct consequence of the fact that every metabelian group is strongly monomial (Theorem 2.1).
(1) implies (3). We use the notation of Proposition 4.3. Suppose that G is CSP'-critical and (H, K) is a strong Shoda pair of G such that A = QGe(G, H, K) is an exceptional component of type (EC2). Then λ G H,K is a faithful character of G, for A is also a simple component of Q(G/ ker λ G H,K ). This implies that one of the conditions of Proposition 4.3 hold. In particular, the order of G is bounded and hence the problem of deciding which groups satisfies (1) can be done in a finite number of computations. Using this it is easy to write a program which calculate the list L of finite groups G satisfying one of the conditions of Proposition 4.3. We have done this using GAP [GAP12] and Wedderga [BCKO + 13] (see Section 5). The list L contains all the groups satisfying (1) but it contains some groups not satisfying (1). For example, if G ∈ L and G/N satisfies (3) for some non-trivial normal subgroup N of G then G is not CSP'-critical. So we calculate, using GAP, a second list R excluding from L all the elements having a proper quotient satisfying (3). The groups forming R are precisely the groups of types (6)-(13) from Theorem 1.1. This finishes the proof. Now we deal with the case where G is an imprimitive subgroup of an exceptional component of type (EC2). For that we need the following lemma from [Ban88] and three additional lemmas. (D) for N a subgroup of index 2 of G and
Observe that the hypothesis that G spans M 2 (D) is not present in the statement of [Ban88, Lemma 2.2] while it is used in its proof. This hypothesis is necessary because otherwise G could be included diagonally on M 2 (D). For example, if G is a subgroup of a division ring then one can embedded G diagonally on GL 2 (D). This is an imprimitive representation and if the order of G is odd then the existence of the subgroup N mentioned in the lemma is not possible. 3) and the fact that D is a division algebra, we deduce that by (2.3) . Otherwise, K G and hence
Proof. The rules
If H is maximal abelian in G then again (H, K) is strong Shoda pair of G. Moreover θ affords the character λ G H,1 and hence M 2 (D) = QGe(G, H, K). Assume otherwise that H is not maximal abelian in G. Then there is n ∈ N such that n −1 g ∈ C G (H). As (H, 1) is a strong Shoda pair of N , H is normal in N and therefore h g = h n ∈ H for every h ∈ H. Therefore H G. Moreover [N : H] is the degree of D which is either 1 or 2. Thus G/H is abelian. Since H is cyclic, we deduce that G is metabelian and hence every simple component of QG is SSP. So in all the cases M 2 (D) is an SSP component of QG.
Lemma 4.7. Let N be a finite group containing two normal subgroups K 1 and K 2 such that K 1 ∼ = K 2 , K 1 ∩ K 2 = 1 and N/K i ∼ = SL(2, 3). Then N is isomorphic to one of the following groups:
(1) SL(2, 3).
Proof. Clearly if K 1 = 1 then N ∼ = SL(2, 3). So we assume that K 1 = 1. The assumption of the lemma implies that K 1 × K 2 is a normal subgroup of N . Then K 1 is isomorphic to a non-trivial normal subgroup of N/K 2 ∼ = SL(2, 3). Thus K 1 is isomorphic to either C 2 , Q 8 or SL(2, 3). We discuss each case separately.
If
Assume
As N/K k ∼ = SL(2, 3), one can choose generators i k and j k of K k such that the action of c on K k = i k , j k is given by i c k = j k and j c k = i k j k . Therefore N ∼ = (Q 8 × Q 8 ) ⋊ C 3 and the conditions of (3) hold.
Finally suppose that K 1 = z i 2 . Then |N | = 48 and K i ≤ Z(N ). Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N and c a generator of a Sylow 3-subgroup of N . Since N/K i ∼ = SL(2, 3) = Q 8 ⋊ C 3 , we have Q 8 ∼ = P/K i N/K i . Thus P N P is nonabelian of order 16 and K 1 × K 2 ⊆ Z(P ) ⊂ P . As P/Z(P ) is not cyclic, necessarily
Let a, b ∈ P such that aK 1 , bK 1 = P/K 1 . Then P = a, b, z 1 where a and b have order 4 and a 2 , b 2 , (a, b)
Thus a 2 = b 2 = (a, b) = z 1 z 2 and this implies that a, b ∼ = Q 8 and a, b ∩ z 1 = 1. Hence P = a, b × K i ∼ = Q 8 × C 2 . Now it is easy to check that P has exactly four subgroups isomorphic to Q 8 . Namely a, b , az 1 , b , a, bz 1 and az 1 , bz 1 . The action of c 3 on P permutes these groups and hence it leaves invariant one of them. So let Q 8 ∼ = Q ≤ P with Q c = Q. Observe Q ∩ K 1 = Q ∩ K 2 = 1, so after a suitable change of generators we may assume that Q = a, b . Since z c 2 = 1, we necessarily have that the action of c on Q has order 3 and hence Q, c = SL(2, 3) and N = Q, c × K 1 ∼ = SL(2, 3) × C 2 .
Lemma 4.8. Let G be a group and let N = K 1 × K 2 be a subgroup of index 2 of G with SL(2, 3) . If the action of G on N permutes K 1 and K 2 then G = (SL(2, 3)×SL(2, 3))⋊ g 2 with (x, y) g = (y, x), for every (x, y) ∈ SL(2, 3)×SL(2, 3).
Proof. We may assume that N = SL(2, 3) × SL(2, 3), K 1 = SL(2, 3) × 1 and K 2 = 1×SL(2, 3). For every s ∈ SL(2, 3), let c s denote the inner automorphism of SL(2, 3) given by c s (x) = x s .
Let g 1 ∈ G \ N and suppose g 2 1 = (s 1 , s 2 ). By assumption, there are τ, σ ∈ Aut(SL(2, 3)) such that (x, y) g 1 = (τ (y), σ(x)) for every (x, y) ∈ N . Then (c s 1 (x), c s 2 (y)) = (x, y) g 2 1 = (τ σ(x), στ (y)), or equivalently c s 1 = τ σ and c s 2 = στ . Therefore (x, y) g 1 = (σ −1 (y) s 1 , σ(x)) = (σ −1 (y s 2 ), σ(x)) for every x, y ∈ SL(2, 3).
We claim that
). Thus z = 1 and the claim follows.
1 , 1) = 1. Therefore, one may assume without loss of generality that g 2 1 = 1. Hence, by the previous paragraphs (x, y) g 1 = (σ −1 (y), σ(x)). Let K = (SL(2, 3) × SL(2, 3)) ⋊ g 2 , with (x, y) g = (y, x). Then the map α : (x, y)g i ∈ K → (x, σ(y))g i 1 ∈ G is an isomorphism because α(g(x, y)) = α((y, x)g) = (y, σ(x))g 1 = g 1 (x, σ(y)) = α(g)α(x, y).
We are ready to prove Theorem 1.1 for non-metabelian imprimitive subgroups of two-by-two matrix rings over division rings. 
(1) Assume first that N = SL(2, 3)×SL(2, 3). Then, by Lemma 4.8, G ∼ = N ⋊ g 2 with (x, y) g = (y, x). Let H = P 2 , b 1 b 2 , where P 2 is the Sylow 2-subgroup of N and b 1 , b 2 ∼ = C 2 3 is a Sylow 3-subgroup of N . Then P i g = i. Thus i ag = j g = ijz = j = i a = i ga , in contradiction with ga = ag. This finishes the proof of the claim. We conclude that ( g, z , SL(2, 3)) = 1, g, z ∼ = D 8 and g, z ∩ SL(2, 3) = g 2 = i 2 . Thus G = SL(2, 3) 2 D 8 i.e. G is the group of item (14) in Theorem 1.1.
(4) Finally suppose that
As in the previous case N has two conjugacy classes formed by elements of order 3 represented by c and c 2 . If c and c 2 are conjugate in G and N 2 = i 1 , j 1 , i 2 , j 2 then G/N 2 ∼ = D 6 , contradicting (P1). As in the previous case this implies that we may assume that (c, g) = 1 and, in particular, g 2 ∈ Z(N ) = i 2 1 , i 2 2 . However ((i 1 ) 2 ) g = i 2 2 and therefore g 2 ∈ {i 2 1 , i 2 2 }. If g 2 = i 2 1 i 2 2 then (i 2 1 g) 2 = 1, so we may assume also that g 2 = 1. On the other hand N has eight normal subgroups isomorphic to Q 8 , namely
Observe that Q 1x ∩ Q 2y = 1 and (Q 1x , Q 2y ) = 1 for every x, y ∈ {1, 2}. Moreover, N has three elements of order 2, namely i 2 1 , i 2 2 and i 2 1 i 2 2 . Furthermore i 2 x ∈ Q 1x and i 2 x ∈ Q 2x for every x = 1, 2, 3, 4. As i and hence B = Q. Therefore G m,r is contained in Q and hence it is C 2 . Thus G = SL(2, 5) in contradiction with the assumption that G is not contained in a division algebra. Suppose finally that G is of type (g). Then G contains a subgroup N of index 2 isomorphic to SL(2, 9) and an element g ∈ G\N such that g 2 ∈ Z(N ) and g acts on the entries of the elements of SL(2, 9) as the Frobenius automorphism x → x 3 . This is the group identified with [1440, 4591] in the GAP library of small group. Using Wedderga we obtain the Wedderburn 
